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ABSTRACT
Background:
Linking independent sources of data related to same individuals enable innovative
epidemiological and health studies but requires a robust record linkage approach. We
describe a hybrid record linkage process to link databases from two independent ongoing
national studies, GEMO (Genetic Modifiers of BRCA1 and BRCA2), which focuses on the
identification of genetic factors modifying cancer risk of BRCA1 and BRCA2 mutation carriers,
and GENEPSO (prospective cohort of BRCAx mutation carriers), which focuses on
environmental and lifestyle risk factors.
Methods:
To identify the maximum individuals participating in the two studies but may not be
registered by a common number, we combined Probabilistic Record Linkage (PRL) and
supervised Machine Learning (ML). This combined linkage was named “PRL+ML”. We built
the ML model using a first version of the two databases as a training dataset on which
matching status was assigned by PRL followed manual review.
Results:
The Random Forest (RF) algorithm showed a highest sensitivity (0.985) among six widely
used ML algorithms: RF, Bagged trees, AdaBoost, Support Vector Machine, Neural Network.
Therefore, RF was selected to build the ML model since our goal was to identify the
maximum of true matches. Our combined linkage PRL+ML showed a higher sensitivity (range
0.988-0.992) than either PRL (range 0.916-0.991) or ML (0.981) alone. It identified 2,068
individuals participating in both GEMO (6,375 participants) and GENEPSO (4,925
participants).
Conclusions:
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Our hybrid linkage process represents an efficient tool for linking GEMO and GENEPSO. It
may be generalizable to other epidemiological studies involving other databases and
registries.

Keywords:
Record linkage, hybrid process, probabilistic linkage, supervised machine learning, human-inthe-loop

Background

BRCA1 and BRCA2 genes testing has become part of routine clinical practice in European
countries and North America since the identification of the two genes in the 90’s, which
greatly improved recommendations about breast and ovarian cancer risk management
treatments. Nonetheless, both retrospective and prospective studies on large datasets of
BRCA1 and BRCA2 (BRCA1/2) mutation carrier families are very much needed to refine
individual cancer risk estimates by using different cancer risk factors such as genetic factors,
lifestyle/environmental factors, family history and breast pathology and also to better
understand the correlation between mutant BRCA1/2 alleles and phenotype.

GEMO (Genetic Modifiers of BRCA1 and BRCA2) [1] and GENEPSO (prospective cohort of
BRCAx mutation carriers) [2] are two independent ongoing nation-wide studies involving
BRCA1/2 carriers, with unconnected databases and whose individuals may not be registered
by a common number. These two resources provide an overview of a well-characterized
sample of counseled Hereditary Breast and Ovarian Cancer (HBOC) families in France.
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Through GEMO study, blood DNA from BRCA1/2 mutation carriers is available to perform
genetic epidemiological projects aiming at identifying and characterizing genetic factors
modifying breast and ovarian cancer risk. In the prospective cohort GENEPSO, which aims at
assessing environmental and lifestyle risk factors, BRCA1/2 mutation carriers are followed
over time to observe prospectively characteristics of subjects who are developing either
primary or secondary cancer.
GEMO and GENEPSO were set up at different time by two different coordinating centers and
investigators involved in the Genetics and Cancer Group[3] (GCG, UNICANCER), a French
multicenter group composed of clinicians, molecular geneticists and scientists. Participants
in both studies undergo genetic counseling and they are invited to participate in GEMO
and/or GENEPSO through the family cancer clinics if tested positive for a mutation in BRCA1
or BRCA2. About 26% of index cases carrying such a mutation (i.e. the first individual tested
in the family) are included in GEMO, and 21% in GENEPSO [4]. Therefore, it is essential to
identify the overlap between participants of the both studies by linking the two data
sources, which will allow to better understand the cancer risk for people carrying a BRCA1 or
BRCA2 mutation by studying simultaneously genetic and non-genetic factors. Studies
conducted in subjects enrolled in both studies will also allow, for instance, assessment of
whether it is possible to predict response to treatment according to BRCA1/2 mutation
status and other genetic variant profile.
Record linkage is the process of identifying the individual records from different sources
refer to as the same entities[5], by determining the matching status of a record pair as
match (same individual) or non-match (distinct individual). Record linkage consists of data
pre-processing, record pair comparison and linkage. Data may be recorded in different
formats and data items may be missing or contain errors, hence data pre-processing is
4

essential before linkage. The record pair comparison could be computational expensive, as
the number of all possible record pairs is the product of numbers of records in each dataset.
To reduce the number of possible comparisons, blocking that splits the datasets into blocks
is commonly performed. Only records agreeing on one or several blocking variables are then
compared. When two datasets are to be linked, a unique person identifier may be
unavailable for linkage. In such a case, linkage has to be performed by comparison of shared
matching variables between the two datasets. The records comparison involves the
comparison of values in each matching variable, this is based on comparison function (i.e.
similarity function) that returns an indication of how similar two values of matching variables
are (i.e. similarity score). These indications are used for linkage methods that classify record
pairs into matches and non-matches. Then the linkage performance is assessed based on the
confusion matrix[6]. Finally, the record linkage results may have two types of errors: False
Positive (FP), i.e. true non-match classified as match, and False Negative (FN), i.e. true match
classified as non-match.
Deterministic and probabilistic linkages are the two main types of linkage methods[5, 7, 8].
Deterministic record linkage involves the exact matching on a single unique matching
variable or a set of matching variables. Matching status can be assessed in a single step or in
a stepwise manner. If data are of very good quality (i.e. no more than 5% of missing data or
errors in any matching variable), the deterministic linkage can have a satisfying linkage
quality. Otherwise, it will produce a large number of FP[9]. By contrast, Probabilistic Record
Linkage (PRL) can have a greater linkage capacity than deterministic linkage when the data
are not of good quality[10]. PRL is also able to take into account the difference in
discriminatory power of each matching variable. Indeed, the more frequent a value of
matching variable is, the less discriminative for linkage this value is. Fellegi and Sunter[7]
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(1969) first proposed a formal probabilistic record linkage model, many extensions have
been proposed later[11]. The Fellegi-Sunter (FS) model produces match likelihood scores
based on estimating the true positive matches probability and false positive matches
probability. Without relying on the assumptions of these probabilities, the likelihood score
can also be calculated by EpiLink[12], a simple approach within the scope of the FS model. To
note that in PRL, the determination of likelihood score thresholds that classify the matches
and non-matches is critical and eventually alters the relative numbers of FP and FN[13].
Although the threshold could be estimated by minimizing the number of possible links with
given error rates for FP and FN[7], the most common practice is to specify it by examining
the observed distribution of scores. Then the choice of the threshold depends on the study
objective for limiting FN or FP.
From a machine learning point of view, record linkage can be considered as a classification
task. Each record pair is represented by a comparison vector containing, for each matching
variable, the similarity score between both records. The supervised machine learning (ML)
algorithm can learn a model that takes such a comparison vector as input and returns
matching status as output, based on a training set in which the matching status of record
pairs are known. Various ML algorithms have been applied to record linkage, such as
Classification Tree (CT), Support Vector Machines (SVM), Neural Networks (NNET), Random
Forest (RF)[14–19], etc. However, their application is usually limited by the need of a training
set.
Distinct FP and FN can occur in both PRL and ML due to errors in data entry and linkage
process[20]. Hence in this study, in order to minimize FP and FN in linkage process, we
propose a human-in-the-loop hybrid record linkage process. We combine the PRL and ML,
which means the candidate matches classified by both linkage methods are combined and
6

manually reviewed. In order to overcome the lack of training dataset for ML, we propose to
build the ML model from a training dataset (the whole initial databases) whose matching
status was assigned by PRL followed manual review. We applied this hybrid linkage process
to data from GEMO and GENEPSO studies.

Materials and Methods
Data
In September 2016, 4,688 and 3,339 participants had been enrolled in GEMO and GENEPSO,
respectively. This initial dataset (dataset 1) was used for selecting ML algorithms and
evaluating an optimal linkage method. The selected linkage method was applied on the
updated dataset (dataset 2) of the two studies as of December 2019, which corresponded to
6,375 participants for GEMO (i.e. 1,687 new participants), and 4,925 participants for
GENEPSO (i.e. 1,586 new participants).
Name and address of individuals were not available here due to privacy policy and
confidentiality. Ten matching variables shared between GEMO and GENEPSO were used for
comparison (Table 1): BRCA1 mutational status (BRCA1), BRCA2 mutational status (BRCA2),
mutation description using the HGVS nomenclature (MUT_HGVS), gender (GENDER),
consultation center number (CTR), family number (NUMFAM), individual number (SUJID),
year of birth (Yob), month of birth (Mob) and day of birth (Dob).

Data pre-processing
Record linkage is highly sensitive to data quality. Therefore, we performed data cleaning and
standardization[21–23], such as removing duplicates, deleting spaces in strings,
7

standardizing format of linkage variables, converting mutation descriptions to standard
Human Genome Variation Society (HGVS) nomenclature[24], and splitting dates of birth into
month, day and year in order to compare respectively each of them and give credit for
partial agreement.

Record pair comparison
Let 𝑋 and 𝑌 be two databases and 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋 and 𝑦 ∈ 𝑌 two arbitrary records in form of a d-

dimensional vector, i.e. 𝑥 = [𝑥1 , … 𝑥𝑑 ] and 𝑦 = [𝑦1 , … 𝑦𝑑 ]. In our illustration, 𝑑 = 10. The

space of comparison is the Cartesian product 𝑋 × 𝑌 which contains of all possible record

pairs (𝑥, 𝑦). All matching variables are discrete numerical values except MUT_HGVS which is
a string. A similarity vector 𝑠 = [𝑠1 , … , 𝑠𝑑 ] is then computed as 𝑠𝑖 = 𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 ) where 𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖

are the i-th matching variables and 𝑠𝑖𝑚(⋅,⋅) is a measure of similarity given by the Jaro-

Winkler similarity 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝐽𝑊 for the string matching variable (MUT_HGVS) and by the binary
similarity 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝐵 (i.e. extract agreement) for the others (Supplementary Data).
Probabilistic Record Linkage (PRL)
A weighted sum is computed on the similarity vector 𝑆 in order to obtain a score which is
assessed as the probability of match for the record pair(𝑥, 𝑦):
𝑑

∑𝑖 𝑤𝑖 𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 )
𝑆(𝑥, 𝑦) =
= ∑ 𝑤𝑖0 𝑠𝑖
∑𝑖 𝑤𝑖

Equation 1

𝑖=1

where 𝑤 = [𝑤1 , … 𝑤𝑑 ] is the vector of unnormalized weight and 𝑤 0 the normalized one. For
the matching variable 𝑖, the weight is calculated based on the EpiLink approach[12] as
𝑤𝑖 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔2 (1 − 𝑒𝑖 )⁄𝑓𝑖

where 𝑓𝑖 denotes the average frequency of values in the matching variable and 𝑒𝑖 the
estimated error rate. We assumed 𝑒𝑖 = 0.01 for all matching variables[12]. Since most
8

software packages performed similarly[25], we implemented the record linkage here by
RecordLinkage R package[26]. An example is shown in Table 1.
After examining the observed distribution of scores, we specified the threshold t which
separates potential matches (𝑆(𝑥, 𝑦) > t) and non-matches (𝑆(𝑥, 𝑦) ≤ t), then manually

reviewed these potential matches[27] and also pairs whose scores below and near the

threshold. In this study, we also evaluated the performances of PRL with varying likelihood
score thresholds.

Supervised machine learning (ML) linkage
We first used blocking to reduce the number of possible record pair comparisons. Missing
data in blocking variables (BRCA1, BRCA2, GENDER and Yob) were tolerated here. After
blocking, the imputation of missing data could be then performed. The missing data in
similarity for MUT_HGVS (numeric) were imputed by Bayesian linear regression and those
for other categorical matching variables were imputed by logistic regression.
Next, the labeled record pairs were randomly partitioned into two sets: the training dataset
(60%) on which we trained ML models, and the test dataset (40%) on which we evaluated
the predictive performance of the trained models. We employed six broadly used ML
algorithms (CT, Bagged trees, AdaBoost, RF, SVM and NNET) (Supplementary Data). In order
to find the optimal parameters for each of these algorithms, we carried out a 5-fold cross
validation on the training set. Finally, we compared the performance of the 6 models to that
of a naïve baseline, consisting in a Bernoulli model that randomly classifies a record pair as
matching or non-matching.

9

Hybrid record linkage process
We first used initial dataset 1 for which the matching status assignments were made by PRL
followed manual review (Figure 1a). The likelihood score threshold of PRL was designated
low enough. We then manual reviewed all pairs whose scores exceed the threshold and the
pairs whose scores below and near the threshold, in order to minimize the FP and FN in PRL.
Based on this dataset with known matching status, we aimed to: (1) select a ML algorithm by
testing the performances of 6 ML algorithms (Figure 1b); (2) evaluate three linkage methods
by 5-fold cross validation: PRL, ML and PRL+ML – the latter means that the candidate
matches classified by both PRL and ML are combined and manually reviewed (Figure 1c); (3)
build a ML model from the whole dataset 1 (Figure 1d).

To achieve (1) and (2), all record pair comparisons were partitioned into 5 equal size groups.
Of the 5 groups, a single group (dataset B) was retained for comparing the predictive
performances of three linkage methods. The remaining four groups (dataset A) served itself
for choosing an optimal ML algorithm (Figure 1b) then building a ML model which could be
used by ML and PRL+ML linkage methods on dataset B (Figure 1c). The whole process was
repeated five times with each of the 5 groups used only once as dataset B.
From updated dataset 2, we then applied the selected linkage method to identify new true
matches (Figure 1e).

Performance measures
The predictive performance of all algorithms was assessed. In record linkage, the data is
imbalanced, meaning that the two classes are not represented equally. Indeed, there are far
more non-matches than matches. In such case, instead of standard accuracy, the precision
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and sensitivity are commonly used for evaluating the linkage quality. We calculated these
performance metrics based on the confusion matrix described in Table S1.
The precision is the proportion of classified matches that are true matches.
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =

𝑇𝑃
𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃

The sensitivity is the proportion of true matches that have been classified correctly.
𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 =

𝑇𝑃
𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁

A good linkage algorithm will typically have values of precision and sensitivity greater than
0.95[28].

Results
Matching status assignment by PRL followed manual review
Up to September 2016, 4,688 and 3,339 individuals had been enrolled in GEMO and
GENEPSO, respectively. After data pre-processing, 15,653,232 record pairs were built as the
Cartesian product of the two databases in dataset 1. The similarity score of each record pair
was computed from Equation 1 of PRL (see Methods). The score distribution is given in
Figure 2 and Table S2. We observed a large peak of low scores, corresponding to a large
number of non-matches, and a small peak of high scores, corresponding to a small number
of matches. This bimodal distribution suggests that PRL worked as expected. We designated
a lower threshold 0.6 and performed a stage of manual review. 1,257 pairs were classified as
matches, and 15,651,938 pairs were classified as non-matches (Figure 1a). 37 pairs whose
matching status were not sure after verification were excluded.

Selection of a supervised machine learning algorithm
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The average predictive performances of the Bernoulli model and of the ML models, as
assessed on dataset A (Figure 1b), are presented in Table 2. The six supervised ML models
outperformed the Bernoulli model, and their performance values were all higher than 0.97
suggesting that they performed good linkage prediction. The RF algorithm showed the
highest sensitivity (0.9853) whereas the NNET algorithm showed the highest precision
(0.9843). Here our objective was to have an optimal sensitivity, which means to identify as
many true matches as possible. In addition, the RF algorithm required less tuning and was
therefore more likely to generalize better. Therefore, we chose the RF algorithm as our ML
algorithm.

Evaluation of three linkage methods
In the 5-fold cross validation step, the averaged performance of three linkage methods (PRL,
RF, PRL+RF) was assessed on dataset B (Figure 3, Figure 1c). PRL and PRL+RF methods had
score thresholds varying from 0.6 to 0.8 in PRL. As expected, increasing score threshold
introduced fewer FP which led to an increasing precision, but more FN which led to a
decreasing sensitivity. The PRL+RF method with varying threshold showed a higher
sensitivity than that of RF (Figure 3a), while the sensitivity of PRL decreased significantly. The
sensitivity of RF was similar to that of PRL at threshold 0.65. RF showed a higher precision
than that of PRL and PRL+RF, suggesting fewer FP, while PRL and PRL+RF showed a similar
precision which increased significantly with thresholds (Figure 3b).
In conclusion, the PRL approach was very sensitive to the threshold and did not perform
better than RF, except for the measure of sensitivity at threshold 0.6, which, naturally,
comes as the cost of a lower precision. Conversely, RF had a high precision but a modest
sensitivity. PRL+RF had very high sensitivity and decreasing slightly with increasing
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thresholds, and had similar precision as PRL. Since the goal of our study here was to
minimize FN, we chose the combined linkage method PRL+RF with lower threshold 0.6 which
had the highest sensitivity.
After having selected the PRL+RF as the optimal linkage method and blocking on the whole
dataset 1, 107,599 out of 15,653,195 record pairs were trained for a RF model in PRL+ML
(Figure 1d).

Linking records in updated GEMO and GENEPSO databases
As of December 2019, 1,687 and 1,586 new BRCA1 or BRCA2 mutation carriers had been
enrolled in GEMO and GENEPSO, respectively. These updated GEMO and GENEPSO samples
constitute dataset 2. The combined linkage method PRL+RF was applied on this dataset to
identify the new true matches (Figure 1e). Linkage was first performed by PRL and by RF
model separately. The RF model here was trained on record pairs of dataset 1 (i.e. using
GEMO and GENEPSO participants enrolled before September 2016) (Figure 1d). RF and PRL
predicted 819 and 1,268 candidate matches, respectively (Figure 4a). Besides the 772
matches that were common between these two linkage methods, RF had 47 additional
candidate matches and PRL had 496 additional candidates. Those 1,315 candidate matches
(772 + 496 + 47) were then manually reviewed. The PRL approach was correct for 57.3%
(727/1,268) records; while the RF was correct for 87.3% (715/819) records (Figure 4b). The
cost of manual reviews of PRL+RF was 47 more than that of PRL, but PRL+RF allowed us to
identify 12 more true matches than RF alone.
Finally, the combined linkage method PRL+RF suggested 1,315 candidates, out of which 738
were true new matches. All those true matches were among those identified by either PRL
or RF, but the PRL+RF approach allowed identifying the maximum true matches. With the
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PRL+RF method, we obtained 1.5% (11/738) additional gains as compared to the PRL
method alone, and 3.1% (23/738) additional gains as compared to the RF method (Figure 4
and Table S3). This confirmed also that the PRL+RF method had a higher sensitivity than PRL
and RF alone.
Hence, in December 2019, GEMO included 6,375 participants and GENEPSO included 4,925
participants, and our hybrid record linkage identified 2,068 BRCA1/2 mutation carriers from
1,693 families that had been enrolled in both studies.

Discussion
In this paper, we propose a human-in-the-loop, hybrid record linkage process which involves
both PRL and ML approaches (Figure 5). The hybrid process was performed using datasets
from GEMO and GENEPSO which are two independent ongoing nation-wide epidemiological
studies involving BRCA1/2 mutation carriers. PRL and ML were combined to classify the
record pairs into matches and non-matches, in which the ML model was built from PRL
followed by manual review.
PRL has a lower computational cost but the linkage quality is impacted by likelihood score
determination. PRL with lower threshold leads to more FP whereas higher threshold PRL
leads to more FN. The ML approach can have higher precision and fewer manual reviews.
However, the blocking step can generate FN if the data contain errors in blocking variables.
We found that the PRL+ML combined method having the highest sensitivity compared to
other two methods alone can improve the linkage by identifying as many true matches as
possible without paying more additional manual review than PRL.
If a high precision with lower manual review cost is required and some missing true matches
are tolerated, the ML approach could be an interesting option. If more matching variables
14

had been shared between GEMO and GENEPSO been available, matching variables selection
by feature selection algorithms could have been performed to identify the highest
discriminating matching variables for linkage. On the other hand, if fewer matching variables
had been shared, it could have been difficult to build a ML model and in such a case, PRL
would have been preferred.
Previously, Elfeky et al.[29] described a hybrid technique for record linkage, combining both
supervised and unsupervised machine learning methods. The class assignments were made
to a data sample through unsupervised clustering, and the resulting data was then used as a
training dataset for a supervised model[6]. However, this technique was not suitable here
since two unsupervised machine learning methods (K-means and bagged k-means) showed
independently poor performance (Supplementary Data, Table S4), probably due to our
imbalanced data.

Conclusions
It is important to note here that in our hybrid process, as in the PRL and ML stand-alone
approaches, each linkage step needs human-in-the-loop that can correct the classification
errors and improve the models by paying more time, cost and expertise. Especially, PRL
errors may succeed in construction of ML model. Hence, an exhaustive manual review is
necessary in PRL.
GEMO and GENEPSO are ongoing studies and their respective databases are continuously
updated. About 730 and 590 new subjects are included each year in GEMO and GENEPSO
respectively. Hence, we will apply on regularly basis our hybrid approach on the updated
versions of the two databases to identify the new true matches in order to increase the
power of the research projects. Our hybrid record linkage process was driven by the need of
15

a specific epidemiological question and may be generalizable to other epidemiological or
translational studies involving other databases and registries.
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1
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Similarity 𝒔

1

1

1

1

0

0001 c. 3481_ 3491del 1958

1

1

𝑓

𝑤

𝑤∗𝑠

score 𝑺

0.3333 0.3333 0.02272 0.5000

1

0.00025 0.0018

0.0006

PRL Score

0.01098 0.07692 0.03125

1.57

1.57

5.45

0.99

11.95

9.1

10.69

6.49

3.68

4.99

sum(𝑤)=56.48

1.57

1.57

5.45

0.99

0

9.1

8.36

0

3.68

4.99

sum(𝑤*𝑠)=35.71
0.6322

Table 1. An example of a record pair comparison and its likelihood score calculation. Ten matching variables were used to identify record
pairs: BRCA1 mutational status (BRCA1), BRCA2 mutational status (BRCA2), mutation description using the HGVS nomenclature (MUT_HGVS),
gender (GENDER), consultation center number (CTR), family number of the consultation (NUMFAM), individual number in family (SUJID), year
of birth (Yob), month of birth (Mob) and day of birth (Dob). BRCA1 and BRCA2 matching variable: 1: “carrier of a BRCA1/2 mutation”, 0:
“noncarrier of a BRCA1/2 mutation”. GENDER matching variable: 1: male, 2: female. The similarity vector 𝒔 in the third row is used as input in
the machine learning approaches. The PRL score 𝑺 is calculated from the weight 𝒘 and the similarity 𝒔.
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Atest dataset
Models

Sensitivity
M

Bernoulli
CT

SD

Precision
M

SD

0.01172 0.00079 0.01139 0.00096
0.9841

0.016

0.9779

0.0059

Bagged trees 0.9809

0.012

0.9826

0.0080

AdaBoost

0.9839

0.011

0.9828

0.0075

RF

0.9853

0.011

0.9824

0.010

SVM

0.9821

0.017

0.9789

0.0068

NNET

0.9823

0.012

0.9843

0.0078

Table 2. Mean of the performance for the different tested algorithms on Atest dataset. Six machine learning algorithms were tested:
Classification Tree (CT), Bagged trees, AdaBoost, Random Forest (RF), Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Neural Network (NNET). M= mean,
SD = standard deviation. Highest mean value among the different algorithms are in bold. We used here 4 digits to the right of the decimal
points after rounding, because the differences among the values of sensitivity and precision are small.
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Figure Legends
Figure 1 Elaboration of hybrid record linkage process and main steps. (a) Assignment the matching status by PRL followed manual review. We
manual reviewed all the pairs whose scores exceed the threshold and also the pairs whose scores below and near the threshold, in order
to minimize the FP and FN in PRL. (b) Selection of the supervised machine learning algorithm. (c) Selection of the combined linkage
method PRL+RF. (d) Building of RF model on initial databases. (e) Application of PRL+RF combined linkage method to classify the updated
data.

Figure 2 Score distribution of 15,653,232 record pairs in dataset 1. (a) Whole score distribution. (b) Zoom on the distribution for the highest
scores.

Figure 3 Performance of three linkage methods: PRL (Probabilistic Record Linkage), RF (Random Forest) and PRL+RF. PRL has thresholds
varying from 0.6 to 0.8. (a) Comparison of their sensitivities. (b) Comparison of their precisions.

Figure 4 Comparison of candidate matches predicted by the RF and PRL models for the updated databases. (a) Before manual review, RF
model and PRL predicted 819 and 1,268 new candidate matches, respectively; 772 candidate matches were found by both approaches. (b)
After manual review, PRL+RF identified 738 true matches, in which 727 true matches were identified by PRL and 715 true matches were
identified by RF. 704 true matches were identified by both approaches. 23 true matches were identified only by PRL, and 11 true matches
were identified only by the RF model.

Figure 5 General overview of the hybrid record linkage process. (a) Probabilistic record linkage (PRL) followed by a stage of manual review is
first applied to build a machine learning (ML) model. (b) The PRL+ML combined linkage is then used to classify the updated datasets
(Record pair comparison from Database X’ and Database Y’). The ML model obtained in (a) is used (dotted arrow) for the prediction in (b).
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Figures

Figure 1
Elaboration of hybrid record linkage process and main steps. (a) Assignment the matching status by PRL
followed manual review. We manual reviewed all the pairs whose scores exceed the threshold and also
the pairs whose scores below and near the threshold, in order to minimize the FP and FN in PRL. (b)
Selection of the supervised machine learning algorithm. (c) Selection of the combined linkage method
PRL+RF. (d) Building of RF model on initial databases. (e) Application of PRL+RF combined linkage
method to classify the updated data.

Figure 2
Score distribution of 15,653,232 record pairs in dataset 1. (a) Whole score distribution. (b) Zoom on the
distribution for the highest scores.

Figure 3
Performance of three linkage methods: PRL (Probabilistic Record Linkage), RF (Random Forest) and
PRL+RF. PRL has thresholds varying from 0.6 to 0.8. (a) Comparison of their sensitivities. (b) Comparison
of their precisions.

Figure 4

Comparison of candidate matches predicted by the RF and PRL models for the updated databases. (a)
Before manual review, RF model and PRL predicted 819 and 1,268 new candidate matches, respectively;
772 candidate matches were found by both approaches. (b) After manual review, PRL+RF identi ed 738
true matches, in which 727 true matches were identi ed by PRL and 715 true matches were identi ed by
RF. 704 true matches were identi ed by both approaches. 23 true matches were identi ed only by PRL,
and 11 true matches were identi ed only by the RF model.

Figure 5
General overview of the hybrid record linkage process. (a) Probabilistic record linkage (PRL) followed by a
stage of manual review is rst applied to build a machine learning (ML) model. (b) The PRL+ML
combined linkage is then used to classify the updated datasets (Record pair comparison from Database
X’ and Database Y’). The ML model obtained in (a) is used (dotted arrow) for the prediction in (b).
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